
 
 

Dear Europe I’m Writing to You… from Gozo 

 

The Gozo College Secondary School in Gozo this Friday hosted the project ‘Dear Europe 

I’m Writing to You’. This initiative consists of students from across the European Union 

writing to European politicians about their requests and aspirations about the European 

Union. The letters from Gozitan students were then grouped in a publication including 

letters from 19 other Member states. 

 

Raul from Rabat Gozo was among those writing to President Schulz saying that ‘the EU 

is a super-glue helping stick the continent together through the four freedoms’, Raul 

however opines that there is too much of a knowledge gap for students his age to 

understand the European Union and asks for more awareness and asks for MEPs to visit 

schools. 

 

Tony from Munxar wrote that the European Union helps Gozo through EU funds 

including on transport and environment but insists that youth should be given a more 

direct role in the European Union through a European Youth Council with a say on new 

proposals representing youth from different countries.  

 

Raul and Tony were among 50 other students who participated in the exchange of views 

in the event held in Gozo this Friday in the ‘Dear Europe I’m Writing to You’ project. 

The project is promoted by Cultura & Solidarieta and Italian NGO which is spreading the 

initiative all across the European Union schools including recently in Greece and 

Romania with the patronage of European Parliament President Martin Schulz. 

 

The event included messages by MEP Roberta Metsola who insisted on the role that 

young people have in shaping the Union in the coming years and on the need to refuse to 

give up to limitations to the EU’s extraordinary potential.  

 

The President of Cultura & Societa Mr Francesco Vivacqua also addressed the event 

highlighting the need for young people in Europe to exchange perspectives and 

experiences if we want to ensure a true European Union experience for future 

generations. 

 

Dr Peter Agius from the European Parliament office also address the event with an 

exchange with students highlighting the changing relevance of Europe today – which is a 

far reality from the ashes of the second world war - but may be present in our daily needs 

including a wider availability for broadband internet, privacy on social media or higher 

quality jobs.   


